New Books in the Library

- Pattern recognition and machine learning
- A new introduction to bibliography
- Introduction to digital libraries
- A companion to metaphysics
- Back to things in themselves: a phenomenological foundation for classical realism: a thematic study into the epistemological-metaphysical foundations of phenomenological realism, a reformulation of the method of phenomenology as noumenology, a critique
- Handbook of research methods for studying daily life
- The foundations of arithmetic: a logico-mathematical enquiry into the concept of number
- The animal side
- Sidgwick's Ethics and Victorian moral philosophy
Formations of modernity

Thinking about leadership

Precarious life: the powers of mourning and violence

Not the End of the World: How we can be the first generation to build a sustainable planet

Arab youth: social mobilization in times of risk

Say the right thing: how to talk about identity, diversity, and justice

Making space: a collection of writing and art

Manning the race: reforming Black men in the Jim Crow era

Psychedelic justice: toward a diverse and equitable psychedelic culture
To what ends and by what means? : the social justice implications of contemporary school finance theory and policy

On not dying : secular immortality in the age of technoscience

Decolonizing politics : an introduction

Neither settler nor native : the making and unmaking of permanent minorities

Toward the African revolution : political essays

Discourse on colonialism

Postcolonial theory : a critical introduction

Regenesis : feeding the world without devouring the planet

Can the subaltern speak? : reflections on the history of an idea
The remedy: queer and trans voices on health and health care

St. Cross college record.

Set theory: the third millennium edition, revised and expanded

Set theory

Analytic methods for Diophantine equations and Diophantine inequalities

An introduction to medical statistics

Journal of a Black queer nurse

Bodies and barriers: queer activists on health

Just one thing: how simple changes can transform your life

Queering psychedelics: from oppression to liberation in psychedelic medicine
Cognitive behavior therapy: basics and beyond

An introduction to cognitive behaviour therapy: skills & applications

Innovating for diversity: lessons from top companies achieving business success through inclusivity

Architecture, travellers and writers: constructing histories of perception 1640-1950

Writing for social scientists: how to start and finish your thesis, book, or article

Queer: a collection of LGBTQ writing from ancient times to yesterday

The horror in the museum: collected short stories. v. 2

Daisy Miller

The year of the flood
One flew over the cuckoo's nest

All the light we cannot see : a novel

Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow

When I dare to be powerful

Chaucer : here and now

Illywhacker

The well of loneliness

Arthur & George

The trouble with goats and sheep
In ascension

Un prêtre marié

Candide and other works

Daughter of fortune

The total library: non-fiction 1922-1986

The idiot

The shepherd's life: a tale of the Lake District

Writing contemporary history

Taiwan: a contested democracy under threat

BZS Zimbabwe review
James Currey Collection

Keorapetse Kgotsiile & the Black Arts Movement: poetics of possibility

Migrants and masculinity in high-rise Nairobi: the pressure of being a man in an African City

Ebooks (college split)

The Routledge handbook of ecofeminism and literature